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A type of nanopinhole-based plasmonic structure is presented. It can realize superfocusing within micron-scale propagation dis-
tance with spatial resolution beyond diffraction limit. Cut-off wavelength effect is highlighted for understanding how periodicity
distribution of the nanopinholes influences transmission and focusing through the structure. Redshift peak transmission occurs
while the periodicity increases. In addition, focusing property of the plasmonic structures is analyzed for the monochromatic
illumination with different incident wavelengths ranging from 400 nm to 750 nm. The easy fabrication and high focusing perfor-
mance of the proposed structures may be used in data storage devices, bioimaging, and nanolithography.
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Photon sieves are a type of diffractive optical elements
(DOEs) developed for soft X-ray focusing and imaging. Spa-
tial resolution of the conventional diffractive lenses, such as
Fresnel zone plate, is in the order of the width of the out-
most zone [1–3]. Therefore, reducing feature size of the zone
plates helps to improve the spatial resolution. Unfortunately,
however, the smallest feature sizes which can be fabricated
by means of today’s lithographic techniques are typically in
the range of 20 nm to 40 nm. To overcome the limitation in
resolution, Kipp et al. [4] put forth in 2001 a new type of
DOE, which was referred to as photon sieves. Relevant the-
oretical analyses and applications have been reported conse-
quently regarding the photon sieves [5–11]. All the photon
sieves reported so far work in far-field region with macro-
scale dimensions and their minimum hole diameter is larger
than the incident wavelength λ. If the pinhole diameter could
be made smaller than λ/2 in a homogeneous dielectric mate-
rial, then cut-off wavelength effect would occur. Therefore,
we put forth a nanostructure which is composed of pinholes
with micron-scale dimension and diameter smaller than λ/2.
We refer to this structure as nanopinhole-based plasmonic
structure (NPPS) and explore its application as “superlens.”
Influence of the cut-off wavelength effect on propagation and
transmission properties is analyzed for the purpose of reveal-

ing optical performance and physical picture of the structure
in near-field region.

Our proposed superlens is an asymmetric structure in
which a thin film of Ag of 200 nm in thickness is sandwiched
between air and quartz substrate. The pinholes with different
diameters are uniformly and symmetrically distributed along
the open subwavelength zones of a zone plate. It works at vis-
ible wavelength regime and propagates at near field with the
outer diameter D < 15 μm and zone number N < 10.

The size of a given hole is a factor K which is larger than
the corresponding zone width of a zone plate having the same
diameter and focal length. K is chosen to maximize the field
contribution at the focus [10]. For the conventional photo
sieves with the smallest pinhole diameters larger than the in-
cident wavelength λin, the focal beam spot size is smaller than
the diameter of the outmost pinholes by the factor K. How-
ever, for our pinholes with diameters much smaller than λin,
there exists a cut-off wavelength λc. For a plane wave illumi-
nation at normal incidence with E‖ field, the cut-off wave-
length effect occurs in case the pinhole diameter d is equal to
λ/ 2, that is, when λ = 2d. For the wavelengths longer than
2d, |E|2 decays exponentially because the light beaming at
these wavelengths cannot propagate within the holes [12].
However, for the plane wave illumination with component
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Figure 1: Schematic of the pinhole array with focal length f. Lateral
central distance L determines wave coupling between the neighbor-
ing holes. The pinholes are uniformly distributed in the zones. It is
illuminated by a plane wave with 633 nm incident wavelength and
p-polarization (transverse-magnetic field with components of Ex ,
Hy , and Ez). The Ag film has permittivity ε = −17.6235 + 0.4204i at
λ0 = 633 nm. The perfectly matched layer (PML) boundary condi-
tion was applied at the grid boundaries in the 3D FDTD simulation.

of E⊥ field, an even larger increase in the cut-off condition
is observed by considering a coupled localized surface plas-
mon polaritons (SPPs) wave propagating along y direction
due to the longitudinal nature of the surface plasmon field
inside the Ag film, in which the excitation light must have a
component of the electric field parallel to the direction of the
SPPs propagation or perpendicular to a surface. This leads to
the cut-off wavelength effect intensifying as the pinhole di-
ameters become smaller. The cut-off wavelength λc for the
E⊥ field illumination can be calculated by [12]

tanh
(√

βE2⊥ − k2
0εair

d

2

)
= −εair

εm

√
βE2⊥ − k2

0εm√
βE2⊥ − k2

0εair

, (1)

where εm is the relative permittivity of the metal, εair is the

relative permittivity of air, d is the diameter of the pinholes,
and k 0 = 2π/λ is the free-space wave vector. The other factor
influences the transmission is δ = L/d, where L is the central
distance of the adjacent holes or periodicity of the pinholes
along the same zone, as shown in Figure 1. We highlight this
issue in this letter to analyze its influence on transmission
and focusing. The cut-off wavelength effect occurs when the
propagation constant is zero.

We selected a set of parameters arbitrarily to illustrate
the working performance of the proposed structure. For
instance, we designed a superlens for the purpose of fo-
cusing and imaging. The structure consists of 8 rings of
pinholes with the following diameters (see inset pattern in
Figure 2(a)): 158 nm (8th ring), 177 nm (7th ring), 202 nm
(6th ring), 234 nm (5th ring), 280 nm (4th ring), 349 nm
(3rd ring), 467 nm (2nd ring), and 735 nm (1st ring). For
the wavelength λin = 633 nm at normal incidence, the pin-
hole diameters at the outer four rings are less than λ/2. The

total dimension of the structure is 12.07 μm. All the pinholes
have a fixed ratio K = d/w = 3.0, where d is the diameter of
pinholes and w is the width of corresponding open zones in
a zone plate.

In order to analyze the influence of δon the transmis-
sion and focusing, we chose δ = 1.25, 1.5, 2.5, and 3.75 for
three-dimensional (3D) electromagnetic (EM) field calcula-
tion using finite-difference and time-domain (FDTD) algo-
rithm which is a powerful tool for modeling EM fields. Its
basic principle is to discretize Maxwell’s equations and sam-
ple continuous EM fields over a uniform space grid, and then
obtain solutions for the fields in the time domain. Consid-
erable CPU time (a total 6 hours running time for our 3D
simulation) is required for obtaining the convergence of the
simulation. In our FDTD 3D simulations, simulation time
and mesh size are 150 fs Δx = 20 nm, Δy = 20 nm, and Δz
= 20 nm, respectively (For the FDTD algorithm-based plas-
monic effect study, it is better to set mesh size to less than
5 nm. However, our workstation with maximum memory
size of 8 GB enables the 3D FDTD calculation with mini-
mum mesh size of 20 nm only due to the large simulation
area of 12 μm × 12 μm × 3.4 μm in x, y and z in our simu-
lation. The lateral dimension is fixed by our design. Propa-
gation distance of 2 μm after the exit plane in free space has
to be defined due to the elongated focal length here.). For the
materials in our structure with weak absorption, a long dura-
tion in the Fourier transform is required for obtaining a con-
vergence of the EM fields [13, 14]. The normal incident light
with the plane wave is employed for this example, as shown
in Figure 1, for the illumination and propagation along z-
direction. The incident wavelength of the light is in the visible
regime (ν = c/λin = 474.34 THz). The dielectric constant used
for the Ag film at this wavelength is ε =−17.6235 + 0.4204i16.
A silver film with thickness hAg = 200 nm has a microzone
plate-like structure and the pinholes embedded in the film.
Maxwell’s equation is decoupled into the E‖ and E⊥ modes,
as indicated in Figure 1. The E‖ mode consists of Ey , Hx, and
Hz field components. The E⊥ mode consists of Ex, Hy , and
Ez field components. Incident wavelength λin and δ of the
superlens are used as the variable parameters to study the
corresponding variations of the transmission and focusing
performance.

For the pinholes with diameter d < λ/2, the propagation
can still continue through them due to the localized SPPs
wave coupling between the neighboring holes. The propaga-
tion length at an Ag/air interface is L SPP = 0.5/β′′ = 428.5 μm,
where β′′ is the imaginary part (phase change) of the prop-
agation constant β = β′ + iβ′′, and it is far larger than the
pinhole central distance L. The nanoholes serve as point-like
sources for the SPPs, whose constructive interference gives
rise to focusing. This phenomenon was experimentally veri-
fied already by Yin et al. [16]. For d > λ/2, an interference be-
tween the SPPs wave and diffraction wavelets from the holes
directly forms the focusing in free space. Here we highlight
the influence of the cut-off wavelength effect on transmis-
sion property of the structure through the fixing pinholes di-
ameter and changing the periodicity L of the pinholes only
for the five outmost rings as the other pinholes diameter
is larger than λ/2. The maximum intensity is observed for
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Figure 2: Results of electromagnetic field analysis for (a) H-field intensity |H|2 distribution at x-z plane. Inset is 2D image of H-field
intensity |H|2 distribution at x-z plane for incident wavelength of 633 nm and layout of the pinhole structure. (b) E-field intensity |E|2
distribution at y-z plane. Inset is 2D image of E-field intensity |E|2 distribution at x-y plane.

the spots corresponding to first-order diffraction of the SPP
Bloch wave. In contrast to the transmission without the SPPs
excitation (E‖ field), the field at the wavelengths of the en-
hanced transmission conditions has strong inhomogeneous
components which are related to the surface polaritons [17].
Hence, no focusing appears there. For the transmission with
the SPPs excitation (E⊥ field), the electric intensity |E|2 dis-
tribution at x-z plane and magnetic intensity |H|2 distri-
bution at y-z plane were calculated using the FDTD algo-
rithm, respectively, as shown in Figure 2(a) and 2(b). It can
be seen that an apparent focal region is observed for both
components |H|2 and |E|2. Spot size at full-width and half-
maximum (FWHM) increases slightly with the increase of
the pinholes periodicity L. Figure 3 shows characteristics of
the cut-off wavelength effect. It can be seen that redshift oc-
curs with reducing the pinholes periodicity L. The observa-
tion is in agreement with the report in [18] and it may be
attributed to the SPP coupling effect. The cut-off wavelength
effect-related redshift is mediated by the SPPs coupling be-
tween the holes in y direction. The coupling is increased as L
decreases. The sum of the SPPs wave on the top and bottom
of the Ag film interferes with the diffraction wavelets from
the larger pinholes, leading to the final focusing.

To further investigate focusing property of the superlens,
the transmission and focusing in the free space after the exit
plane of the Ag film are analyzed for different incident wave-
lengths ranging from 400 nm to 750 nm. Figure 4(a) and 4(b)
shows components of |H|2 distribution at x-z plane and |E|2
distribution at y-z plane, respectively, for a structure with a
fixed ratio δ = 1.25. It can be seen that for the designed struc-
ture with the given dimension, the better focusing with beam
spot size at FWHM beyond diffraction limit can be achieved
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Figure 3: Plot of electromagnetic field transmission versus incident
wavelength for different δratios ranging from 1.25 to 3.75. Redshift
occurs with reducing pinhole periodicity L. The inset plot shows the
central peak transmission.

for the wavelengths ranging from 400 nm to 530 nm. The in-
tensity for both |E|2 and |H|2 decays significantly for longer
wavelengths, especially for λin = 750 nm. The reason is that
the number of cut-off wavelength caused nanopinholes in-
creases as the incident wavelength increases. This leads to the
pinholes at 3rd rings with diameters of 349 nm generating
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Figure 4: Results of electromagnetic field analysis of the designed nanopinhole-based plasmonic structure with fixed ratio δ = 1.25 for
different incident wavelengths. (a) H-field intensity |H|2 distribution along x-axis. The inset plot of |H|2 distribution at x-z plane shows the
central transmission peaks. (b) E-field intensity |E|2 distribution along y-axis. The central transmission peaks are shown more clearly in the
inset plot of |E|2 distribution at y-z plane for 400 nm incident wavelength. Inset 2D image is E-field intensity |E|2 distribution at y-z plane.
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Figure 5: Results of electromagnetic field analysis for incident wavelength varying from 400 nm to 750 nm. (a) H-field intensity |H|2 distri-
bution versus propagation distance z. (b) E-field intensity |E|2 distribution versus propagation distance.
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the cut-off wavelength effect. However, they do not cause the
cut-off wavelength effect for the shorter λin mentioned pre-
viously. The periodicity L of the pinholes distributed at these
rings is fixed for the structure. Thus, increasing λin is equiva-
lent to the case of reducing diameter of the pinholes in which
cut-off wavelength effect will occur accordingly. Figures 5(a)
and 5(b) shows the plot of EM field distribution versus prop-
agation distance z for the different incident wavelengths. It
can be seen that the maximum peak intensity appears at site
of z = −3.8 μm, −2.5 μm, −1.1 μm, and −1.2 μm for the in-
cident wavelength of 400 nm, 530 nm, 633 nm, and 750 nm,
respectively. The number of transmission peaks as many as
5 appears for the 633 nm wavelength. It is possible to tune
the system to keep fewer peaks or even one peak only by
changing the incident wavelength to, for example, 400 nm or
530 nm.

In summary, a nanopinhole-based plasmonic nanostruc-
ture is put forth in this letter and the cut-off wavelength ef-
fect is addressed for analysis of transmission and focusing
through the nanopinholes in near-field region. In a superlens
with fixed pinhole diameters, propagation waves still exist for
much reduced periodicity of pinholes due to the SPPs wave
coupling, which interferes with the diffraction wavelets from
the pinholes to form a focusing region in free space. Increas-
ing incident wavelength is equivalent to reducing the pinhole
diameters, and rapid decay of the EM field intensity will oc-
cur accordingly. The superlens proposed by us has the advan-
tages of possessing micron-scale focal length and large depth
of focus along the propagation direction. It should be espe-
cially noted that the structure of the superlens can be eas-
ily fabricated using the current nanofabrication techniques,
for example, focused ion beam milling and e-beam lithogra-
phy. It would be interesting to further explore applications
of the nanopinhole-based plasmonic nanostructure for su-
perfocusing and imaging with a spatial resolution beyond
diffraction limit.
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